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Given n homogeneous polynomial
in n unknowns, the
resultant
of the given system of equations is a polynomial in the coefficients of the given equations.
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resultant
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as a polynomial

est.

the solutions in a small subset of the real domain (the
domain of interest).
The continuation
technique rewith

from the given system
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thereby making them slow for some practical applications where only real solutions are needed. In many
cases the system of polynomial
equations may have a
high Bezout number (the total number of solutions in
the complex domain),
but we are only interested in
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tight upper bounds on the method’s running time is
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in [Di08; J089; M025; MC27].
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3.1

arithrelated

upon

for multivariate

sparse as well
polynomials

the application).

Multivariate

Interpolation

Lets assume that each entry of the matrix is a polynomialin
Z1,ZZ, . . . . Xn and the matrix is of order m.
If the entries are rational functions,
they can be multiplied by suitable polynomials
such that each entry

ate large intermediate
expressions.
For example
when using straight-forward
Gaussian elimination over the polynomial
entry domain,
it can
happen that intermediate
subdeterminants
are
very large polynomials
while the final answer is
of modest

slows down

lisp like environment)

are dense.

used are symbolic
in nature
2. The algorithms
and perform
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like polynomial
addition, multiplication
on the input and the intermediate expressions being generated. The arithmetic for these symbolic operations is expensive.
For example, the cost of multiplying
multivariate polynomials
is quadratic for most implementations.
Moreover,
the algorithm
may gener-

an expression

requirements

which

To reduce

the actual

(depending

implementations

inter-

to chinese remainder
theorem.
The complexity
of
the resulting
algorithm
is linear in the size of the
coefficients
of the resultant.
The overall algorithm
has been implemented
in C++ (as opposed to using

1. Most computer
algebra systems use sparse representation
for multivariate
polynomials
and the
nomials

large

and cost of arithmetic
operations,
we perform
our
computations
over finite fields and use a probabilistic algorithm
based on chinese remainder
theorem to

and bad

expansion

memory

number,

computation.

ory limitations.
There

of generating

mediate symbolic expression.
However, the magnitude of the intermediate
numbers grows and we need

of its entries is a linear polynomial
in z, y, and z.
However, standard
computer
algebra systems (availsuch determinants

al-

gorithm
involves numeric computations
and no intermediate
symbolic expressions are generated.
This

parametric
surface, whose implicit
representation
is
a degree 18 polynomial
in 3 variables, say z, y and
.z. In this case, the resultant
of the parametric
equacorrespond

be-

exponentially

The bottleneck
in the resultant algorithms
is the
symbolic expansion of determinants.
We therefore,
chose not to work within
the environment
of com-

gebra system.
However, these systems take a lot of
time for evaluating
even low order symbolic determinants.

size.

to the degree

sys-

and evaluating
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matrices are polynomial
functions
of the polynomial
equations.
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easy to implement
such
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coefficient
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ing generated
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with the degree.

and repreexpressions

the cost of arithmetic
in the

size is proportional

of the intermediate

equations,
whose coefficients
may be symbolic variables. Computing
the resultant
involves constructing the corresponding

is quadratic

and

oft he resulting
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the coefficients
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characteristic
zero.
the power products

is a polynomial.
The
that

entries

Furthermore,

are from

a field

of

main idea is to determine
occur in the determinant,

say a multivariate
polynomial
I’(zl,
22, ., ., Zn). Let
the maximum
degree of ~i in F(xl, Z2, . . . . Zn) be di.
The di’s can be determined
from the matrix entries.
F can have at most ql = (dl + l)(dz + 1) . . .(d” + 1)

their
may
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monomials.

In some cases, it is easier to compute

bound

on the total

nomial

in n variables

coefficients,

Any

degree ‘of F.

and all the time

a

spect to that.

degree d poly-

can have at most qz = C(n,

algorithm

d)

where

O(m2

c@d’=(n+Y)o
We represent

..o,Zn)=clml

zz,

F(q,

the determinant

as

+czmz+.

..+cqmq,

of determinant

expansion

(1)

corresponds

are computed

is O(qm3

with

re-

time of the resulting

+ q2 ) and space requirements

are

+ q).

Before we use Vandermonde
interpolation,
the
algorithm
for computing
symbolic determinant
needs
to nonzero ci ‘s.
to know q and the mi’s corresponding
to ql or q2 and
In the worst case, q may correspond
the resulting
problem
is that of dense interpolation
The mi’s are enumerated
in some order (e.g.
[Zi90].
and bi’s are computed

lexicographic)
for xj.

pj

by ql or q2.
The mi
=
where q is ~nded
dl,~ (iZ,;
Z1 X2 . . .Xn”” are the distinct monomials
and the
Ci are the corresponding
non-zero coefficients.
The
problem

complexities

Thus, the running

tially

However,

with

ql or q2 tend

by substituting
to grow exponen-

the order of the matrix,

the degree of each

matrix
entry and the number of variables involved.
This approach becomes unattractive
when the determinant is a sparse polynomial.

to

computing
the ci’s. By choosing different substitutions for (s1, . . . . Zn) and computing
the correspond..., Zn) (expressed
as determinant
of nuing F(zl,
meric matrices)
the problem
is reduced to that of
multivariaie
interpolation
[BT88;
Zi90]. Since there

lems has been presented in [BT88]. Its time and space
complexity
have been improved in [KL88].

are q variables,

3.1.1

tutions

we need to choose q distinct
q x q system

and solve the resulting

A sparse interpolation

substi-

Sparse

The

Vandermonde

the monomial

Let
bi

=

p$’’p$”

monomial
monomials
F(p~,

pj,

denote

. . .p$”

the

. . . ,p;),

i

=

Thus,

ing ci’s is reduced

to solving

VC’

= A,

ai’s

l,q.

primes
value

of

T

q on

values bi = pl

dl, i

These bi’s are used for defining
t rix of the Vandermonde
system.

roots

d2, i

p2

the

the

an

upper

bound

of an auxiliary

The polynomial

G(z)

by com-

. . . pn‘“’i

polynomial

G(z).

the coefficient

is defined

ma-

as

by
9

system

G(z)

=

H(Z

–bi)

= .Zk +gk-lzk-l

+ . ..+go.

i=l

1

bl

needs

puting

where
1

[BT88]

number
of non-zero
monomials
in
Given (#l, p?2,. . .,~~),
it computes

. .,xn).

of comput-

a Vandermonde

in

the

and

are computed

the problem

Interpolation

algorithm
~

F(x1,.

Clearly,
different
values.
Let ai =

mi at (pI, pz, . . . ,Pn).
evaluate to different

Guass elimination.
system

distinct

for such prob-

of linear

equations.
The running
time of the resulting
algorithm is 0(q3) and takes O(q2) space. To reduce the
running time and space of the algorithm
we perform
interpolation.
pl, pz, ..., pn denote

algorithm

b2

...
...

Its

1

coefficients,

Toeplitz
system
system is formed

bk

v=

gi ‘s,

are

computed

of equations
by computing

by

solving

a

[BT88].
The Toeplitz
the ai’s using the fact

G(bi)
= O. Given G(z), the algorithm
computes its
integer roots to compute the corresponding
to bi ‘s.
The roots are computed
using p-adic root finder in

c=

c1

al

[L083].

C2

az

for polynomial

[) ()
.

,A=.

.

Cq

The

time

aq

systems is concerned,

complexity

are known

[Zi90].

O (g2)

and

In [KL88]

O(g)

simple
space

algorithms
algorithm

we have implemented

the O(q2)

is (ndT3/og(n)

step is the polynomial

algorithm
+ m3T).

root

finder

of
.

It

is rather

difficult

to

come

up

with

bound

on T. We only have the choice
T = ql or T = q2 and the resulting
corresponds to dense interpolation.
As
bi’s can be computed
directly and we do

of

O(M(q)/og(q))
is presented, where
time complexity
ill(q) is the time complexity
of multiplying
two univariate polynomials
of degree q. However, due to

simplicity

of the resulting

This algorithm
is unattractive
for expanding
symbolic determinants
for the following
reasons:

requirements

an improved

dominating

time

interpolation

where 1? is an upper bound
which takes 0( T310g(B)),
on the values of the roots.

Computing
each ai takes O(m3)
time, where m
is the order of the matrix.
As far as solving Vandermonde

The running

to use any sparse interpolation

algorithm
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algorithm.

a sharp

of using
problem
a result,
not have

●

The algorithm
is very slow in practice. An implementation
of this algorithm
using modular arithmetic is described
ber of variables
ates a random

in, [KLW90].
and terms

polynomial

F~+l(l,...,

It takes the num-

as inputs

and gener-

=

l,d~+l,

hl(#;+J

n+2,

+

. . . +

. . ..h)
LY(p-li+l)

to be used as the black

box (for computing
ai ‘s). The algorithm
is implemented
in lisp on a Sun-4. For polynomials
in 3 variables and upto 250 terms this algorithm
takes about 57,000 seconds. Furthermore,
it almost fails to interpolate
polynomials
in 5 variables and having a similar bound on the number
of terms.
Thus,
lation

neither

algorithms

3.1.2

~k+l(p:,.

= h(d;+~)b;,k

for our application.

~~+l(pf-l,...,

=

Interpolation

computation
hi(l),
monde

any monomial.
Such a bound is easy to compute for
a symbolic determinant.
In fact, this bound is tight.
The algorithm
proceeds inductively,
uses the degree
and develops

an estimate

as each new variable

As a re-

k variables.
Fk(zl,

The resulting
...,

polynomial

z~) = F(31,22,
= Cl,krnl,k

. . ..z~.

In this case, a < q. Fi represents

., Zk+l)

m),

= F(zl,

= h.~(~~+~)mi,~

+ . ..+

. . . ,P$;;

Fl(zl)

= F(zl,

F2(z1,

X2) actually

F’~(cI,

. . ..z~+l.

rz, . . ..rn)

in i

. . . , z~),

r~+2,

Given

), use Vanderpolynomials)
to

= co+clz~+

is a polynomial

F2(c1, x2) = F(zl,

. ..+cpzf’.

of the form

z2, r3, . . .,rn)

+h3(z2)z:

+ . . .+h&+l(~2)4’.

This implies

it

=

CO,

h2(?’2)

=

0,

h3(r2)

=

0,..

.,hdl+l(?’2)

=

In practice, h2(z2) and h3(z2) maybe nonzero polynomials, but for the choice of r2, where h2(r2) = (),
h3(r2)
= O, the algorithm
assumes them as zero polynomials and proceeds. As a result the algorithm
may

r~), r~)

. . . . Zn).
report fewer terms in F(zl,
Such an error is possible at each stage of the
algorithm.
Let us assume that ri’s are chosen uniformly randomly
from a set of size S, than the probability
that this algorithm
gives a wrong answer is

ha(x~+~)ma,~,

where each each hj(z~+l ) is a polynomial
of degree
dk+~.
dk+l is a bound on the degree of xk+l in
It computes
hi(~k+~)
any term of F(z1, . . .,zn).
by Vandermonde
interpolation.
The value of each
h~(~k+l)
are obtained
for d~+l +- 1 values of ~k+~
(l JPk+l)Pi+l,

of the form

= hl(x2)+h2(z2)$l

a polynomial

for j = O, . . . . dk+l.

~i(P~+l),
. . . . ~i(pfl+~
interpolation
(for univariate

nomial

hl(r2)

from

is repeated

of a equations
in
for hi(~k+~).
The

~i(pk+l),

rn)

+ . . . + %,k%,k.

variables xl, ..., xi.
To
compute F’~+l(zl,
. . . . zfi+~)
represents Fk+l as
Fk+l(ZI,..

in

is of the form
r~+l,

ha-l(d;+l)b:~l

F(rl,
. . . . rn)
and
The algorithm
starts
with
computes the n stages as shown above. There is a
small chance that the answer produced
by the algorithm
is incorrect.
This happens for a choice of
rl . . . . . rn and can be explained
in the following
manner. Let the stage I of the algorithm
result in a poly-

Choose n random numbers rl, . . . . r. from the
ring used for defining
the polynomial
coefficients.
The algorithm
proceeds inductively
and introduces
a variable at each stage. Let us assume we are at
a polynomial

. ..+

q terms.

sensitive
and depends
sult its performance
is output
on the actual number of terms in the polynomial.
We
present a brief outline of the algorithm
below. It has
been explained in detail in [Zi90].

the kth stage and have interpolated

+

compute h~(%k+l).
These hi(~~+l)
are substituted
to represent ~k+l as a polynomial
in k + 1 variables.
z~+l)
can have at most (a*(dk+l+l))
<
F~+I(XI,...,

of the number

is introduced.

hl(P-;+Jb;;l

pl,l~+~,rk +2j2, m),rn)

This is a Vandermonde
system
a unknowns
and can be solved

[Zi90] presents a probabilistic
algorithm
for interpolation which does not expect any information
about the
non-zero terms of the polynomial
being interpolated.
It expects a bound on the degree of each variable in

of terms

. . .hcl(d;+l)b:, k

the sparse nor the dense interpoare well suited

Probabilistic

information

... Pitfi+l,~k+2,...trn)
“

less than
nd2q2

) as follows:

s’

90

(2)

Co.

where

d = rnaz(dl , . . . . d~) [Zi90]. This probability
has been used to choose ri’s from a suitable

bound
field

[MC91b].

The running

time

of the algorithm

(?i,k = ci mod
These

is

relations

A deterministic
version of this algorithm
of complexity O(ndq2T+ rn3ndqZ’) is given in [Zi90] 33 well.
T is an upper bound on the number of non-zero terms
in the polynomial.
In the worst case, T corresponds
to ql

or q2.

However,

the

resulting

algorithm

are used for computing

ci,j’s

using chinese remainder

O(miqz + rn%dq).

better complexity
than sparse or dense interpolation
algorithms.
Due to simplicity
and time complexity
of

While

using

sumed

that

more, we introduce simple, randomized
algorithm
to detect wrong answers

pj

chinese
ri,k

Modular

problem

computations

remainder

are

l’i,k_l

of failure
Further-

is getting

checks in the

in the context
a tight

of finite

bound

on the coeffi-

the actual

bignums.

The

and make a check whether
coefficient

main

chosen primes.

2. Given

theorem

This

of all the primes
is greater than

3. If ri,j-l

repeat

p is the magnitude

algorithm,

satisfying

the relation

proceeds

in stages.

~~) = cl,~ml

the coefficients

of various

+ . ..+

the matrix,
variable

Thus,

the algorithm

ci,l, ci,2, . . . . ci,j,
to compute ri,j
= ri,j

of maximum
are randomly

is:

using the probabilistic

for

use chinese
for i = 1, q.

i = l,q,

then

inter-

remainder

ci = rij,

d=

the steps given above.

it computes

by adding

the degree bound

the degrees of that variable

ious entries of the matrix.

The total

required is linear in the input
ily able to run these algorithms

the kth

amount

for each
in varof space

size and we are eaaon 8 – 16 Megabyte

machines.
We have implemented
the dense as well as probabilistic
versions of the interpolation
algorithm.
It
can be easily interfaced
with any computer
algebra
systems. The finite fields used for computation
are of
the order of 230, on the 32 bit machines. The multiplication
instruction
for operands belonging
to such
fields has been implemented
in the assembly language
of the given machines.

Cq,kmq.

Gi’s satisfy

. . .Pl+l

RS/6000 for performance
analysis. The algorithm
expects the entries of the matrix as polynomials.
Given

[MC91b].
At

< PIP2

We have implemented
the above algorithm
in C++
on Sun-4’s.
The code was ported over to an IBM

stage a random
prime number
(pk ) is chosen and
G~(zl,..
.,z~) = F’(z1,..
.,z~) mod w is computed
using the interpolation
algorithm.
Let

Thus,
tion

q

Implementation

3.2

of the smallest

used in this computation

algorithm

G~(zl,...,

range

process
(used for
twice the

rithm results in a wrong answer. The probability
of
failure is bounded by I/p, where 1 corresponds to the
number of primes used in the during the chinese renumber

is as-

the

is the

magnitude
of the largest coefficient in the input. It is
possible that for a certain choice of primes, the algo-

The

it

in

i=l,

integer

1. Compute the ci,j’s
polation
algorithm.

idea is

the bignum

of the determinant.

stops when the products
finite field representation)

prime

lying

and Icj I corresponds
to the coefficient
magnitude
of the resultant
and pj’s

to compute the coefficients modulo different primes,
use the chinese remainder theorem for computing
the

mainder

theorem

integers

= ri,k,

‘JIcj]

field

Hadamard’s
bound for determinants
to compute a
bound on the coefficients of the resultant
[Kn81]. In
practice, we found such bounds rather loose and use
a randomized
version of chinese remainder
algorithm

actual

k

it is reasonable to assume that ri ,m = ci, i = I,qand
the algorithm
terminates.
The base case is k = 2.
Else we repeat the computation
for the (k+l)st
stage.
In general, 1 + 1 prime numbers are being used,

cients of the resulting
polynomial.
Since the resultant can always be expressed as a ratio of determinants ( or a single determinant),
it is possible to use

bignum

the

Arithmetic

An important

to compute

ri,k

j=l,

= ci,j,

where / is the minimum
3.1.3

the bignum,
and satisfying

““”p’ ). At this stage we compare the
(-p’p%””pk~p’p’
bignums correa~onding
to the (k – 1) and k stage. If

the algorithm,
we use the probabilistic
version for our
implement ation. However, we give user the flexibility of imposing a bound on the probability
and choose the finite fields appropriately.

theorem,

[Kn81]
ri,k mod

has

pk,

the rela-

ci,l = ci mod pl

Furthermore,
arbitrary
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prime

it
for

is not
finite

possible
field

to choose

computation.

any
Let

(~zj ) represent

V2 =

of the Vandermonde
algorithms.

pk can be used as a prime

computation,
vector

4

the elements of the second row
matrix used in the interpolation

if and only

for finite

if all the elements

Vzk = (~ij ) mod pk are distinct

Numeric

In this section

field

the numerical

of the

mial

[MC91b].

We used this
algorithm
for implicitizing
rational parametric
surfaces.
Given a parametrization,
(z, y, z, to) = (X(s, t), Y(s, t), Z(s, t), W(s, t)),
we
the parametric

lying

ing variable
solutions.

equations

Wx(s, t) – ZI’’v(s,

t) = o

wY(s,

t) – yw(s,

t) = o

Wz(s, t) – Zw(s,

t) = o

resultant
them

bases and resultants

For many cases of bicubic

we are only

of polyno-

interested

in

in a subset of the real domain.

and we are only

interested

in the affine

polynomial

. ..+u.xn.

and R(uo, U1, . . . . Un) be the
obtained
by considering

of F., F1, . . . . Fn

as polynomials

in zo, ZI,

. . .. zn.

It is a homo-

geneous polynomial
in Ui’s and its degree is equal to
the product
of the degrees of Fi ‘s. R(uo, . . . . Un) is
the u-resultant
of the given system of equations and
factors

into linear

factors

of the form

crouo +Q!lul

in Macsyma

414.62 on a Symbolics lisp machine (with 16MB main
memory and 120MB virtual
memory)
are described
in [H090].

However

Fo(2?o, zl, . . ..zn ) = Ul)zo+ulzl+

and the problem
of implicitization
corresponds
to
computing
the resultant
of the above equations,
by considering
them as polynomials
in s and t
[MC90].
Some experiments
with the implementaof Gr6bner

to compute

Let

be a linear

tions

an algorithm

of a given system

equations
in n + 1 unGiven n homogeneous
knowns, F1(zo, zl, . . ..xn).
. . . . F’n(zo, zI, . . ..xn).
where the domain
of variables
is limited
to 1 x
[a,, b,] x [az,bz] x . . . x [an, bn]. CO is the homogeniz-

Applications

formulate

we present
solutions

equations.

solutions
3.3

Solutions

+ . ..+crnun.

where (ao, crl, . . . . an) correspond
to the solution of
the original
system [Wd50].
However,
computing

surfaces (whose

the expression

R(UO, . . . . Un ) and factoring

into linear

highest monomial
is of the form s3t3), these systems
are unable to implicitize
such surfaces and fail due to
insufficient
virtual memory. Only a new algorithm
for
basis conversion is able to implicitize
such surfaces,
however it takes about
105 seconds, which would be
considered impractical
for most applications
[H090].

factors can be a time consuming
task, even for low
degree polynomials.
We therefore, specialize some of
roots
the Ui’s and reduce the problem to computing
of univariate
polynomials
in a real interval.
For many
small values of n and certain combinations
of the de-

The performance
text of implicitization

terminant

I. Since the implicit

representations

of a matrix.

be expressed

are dense poly-

as a ratio

can be expressed

Otherwise

w de-

the resultant

of two determinants

can

and in

either case the entries of the matrices
are polynothese
mials in uo, ul, . . .. un. After specialization,
entries are univariate
polynomials
in U. and the prob-

nomials in general, we used dense interpolation
algorithms [MC90]. The timings correspond to a single iteration over a finite field and typically
3 —4 iterations
are required.
As a result, it is possible to implicitize
bicubic surfaces, on machines like IBM RS/6000, in
less than

the resultant

grees of Fi’s,

of our algorithm
in the conhss been presented in Table

lem of computing
roots of the univariate
polynomial
corresponding
to the determinant
(or ratio of determinants)
can be reduced to an eigenvalue problem.
Efficient algorithms
for computing
the eigenvalues of

two minutes.

matrices are given in [GV89] and good implement~
tions are available aa part of standard
packages like
EISPACK
and LAPACK
[De89].

,
s3t3

18

1330

I 100 sec.

23 sec.

s%4

24

2925

I 430 sec.

118 sec.

tions

We assume that the original system has no soluat infinity.
To circumvent
this problem we can

apply a generic non-singular
linear transform
to the
coordinates,
(zo, X1, . . . . Zn), and appropriately
adjust the domain of the modified system of equations.
Let

Table 1: The performance
of resultant
algorithm
for
implicitization
(a single iteration
over a finite field)

~I(uo)
The algorithm

=R(uo,

u1 = l,u2=0,...,

un =0)

has also been used for expanding

symbolic
determinants.
More details
mance have been given in [MC91b].

be a polynomial

on its perfor-

a projection
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of degree d. Since it corresponds

of the u-resultant,

it can be factored

to
into

linear

factors

of univariate
polynomials
in suitable intervals.
The
univariate
polynomials,
like ~i (uo), are expressed as

of the form

ku*~(uiJ

+ a~~)(u~ + a~~) . . .(UO + a~q),

a determinant

or as a ratio

we are interested
where each ali

corresponds

to the projection

on the

~2(UO)=

we compute

R(UO, Ul=O,

Ua=O,...,

[az, lJ2], say L2 =

in the interval

the resultant
corresponds
trix, Determinant(D(uO))

the roots of

U2=l,

U2 coordinates,

% =0)

(CY21, CY22, . . . . cr2Pz ).

we take a generic

tions of these two coordinates

to a determinant
= 1. Each entry

where

= ~(~0,~1

=

h,~2

Determinant(lbf

combina-

fi(uO)

=

~2,~3

kl and k2 are two positive

=

o,...,

random

un

O),

=

(uo))

numbers.

problem.
Determinant(D(uo
Determinant

))
(M(uo

vanishing

minor

is reasonable to assume that the exact matches correspond to the projections
of the roots of Fi’s on Z1

imum

ranks

roots

of ~i (uo)

and X2 coordinates.

Determinant(Ml

the roots of ~s(rm), ~2,3(uO),...,
the corresponding

intervals,

~~(Uo),

we compute
.fn-l,n(uO)

in

by reducing

=

li?(Uo,

U~ =

U;+l=O,

=

O,...

jUl-l

=

O,U; = 1,

=

Uj-l=O,

0,...,

Uj=kj,

ul-l

‘o,’%

=

and kj

are random

Uj+l=O,...,

(uo)).

that

positive

integers.

the resulting

solution

some extraneous solutions.
As a result,
stitute the roots in the original system
to eliminate
the extraneous
roots from
set. More details on the algorithm
are
[MC91b].

4.1

Reduction

to

it to an eigenvalue

section

These roots

trix.

All

the

the

roots

of

these roots

problem.

is a matrix

+ . ..+

of order

of degree d

UOM1 + MO>

As a result,

we reduced

the problem

M~

n with

numeric

is a non-singular

the roots of the following

Determinant(M;l)

enma-

equations

= O,

Det(M(uO))

= O.

Let
~(UO)

Problem

of order

Determinant(M(uO))

set contains

Eigenvalue

are matrices

are equivalent

we back subof equations
the solution
presented in

computing
solutions of a system of multivariate
nomials (in the domain of interest)
to finding

kf(uo)

Let us assume that

= ti$~n + U$_l~&l

+ . . . + uo%fI

+~o,

where
ni

In the previous

in

We compute

= U$%fd + u:-lMd_l

where Mi’s

Un=O)

can be used to compute the rest of the xi coordinates
of the solutions of the original
system of equations.
It is possible

a non(of max-

all such minors).

are contained

result

ICi,...,

tries.
ki

say Ml (uo)

is a polynomial
n. Each entry of M(uo)
and it can therefore, be represented as

. . .. U~=O)

~(~O,ul

a

O. We consider

)) =

among

As

O.

where

M(uo)
.fi,j(uO)

=

of M(uo),

Let us assume that
~~(UO)

sets correspond-

of ~i(uo) correspond
to S1 \ S2. We reduce the
problem of computing
S1 or S2 to an eigenvalue

spondence between the projections
on U1 and U2 of
the actual roots, we compute all the combinations
of
+ kzcrz, where al c L1 and a2 E L2
the form klal
Since
and compare them with the elements in LI,2.
it
our projection
on U1 and U2 is a generic projection,

manner,

“

ing to the roots of Determinant(ilf
(uo)) = O
and Determinant(D(uO
)) = O lying in the inAs a result, the roots
terval [a, b], respectively.

Let L1,2 = (Pi, B2,.. ., ~P,,.) be its roots in the interval [L-l al + k2a2, klbl + k2b2]. To establish the corre-

In a similar

of a maof M(uo)

Determinant(D(uO))

and let
=

[a, b].

)) # O. Thus,

Determinant(D(uo

Let SI and Sj be the solution
fl,2(~O)

and

in the interval

and D(uo)
is a polynomial
in uo. Let its degree be
upon the value of D(uo)
bounded by d. Depending
there are two possible cases:

Since two projections
are not enough for establishing the correspondence
between the projections
on
U1 and

of two determinants
lying

Let us consider the case when it is expressed as a
ratio of two determinants
and the corresponding
maand D(uo).
In case,
trices are denoted as M(uo)

xl coordinate.
We are only interested in roots lying
in the interval [al, bl]. Later on we reduce this problem to computing
eigenvalues of matrices.
Let there
be pl such roots, L1 = (alj, . . . . CYIPI).
Similarly

in roots

= M~lMi,

O<i<d

of
and In is an n x n identity
matrix.
Given ~(uo),
1.1 [G LR82] to construct
a matrix

polyroots

we use Theorem

93

5

of the form

O

In

I

0

0

O

...

0

In

...

0

O=;:::;

,

O

0

0

‘ml

–m(l

~z

...

In

...

~&.1

In this paper we have presented algorithms
to efficiently compute the resultants
of polynomial
equations and using properties
of matrices and determi-

(3)

nants used them to compute the roots of a system
of polynomial
equations.
As a result, it is possible

1

to perform
polynomial

such that the eigenvalues of C correspond exactly to
the roots of Det(~(u))
= O. C’ is a numeric matrix

and space requirements.

figuration
planning.

[GLR82].

6
routines for computing
Many special purpose

the eigenalgorithms

space for curved

objects

for robot

motion

tine RG from

EISPACK

ues [G BDM77].

Given

it makes

to upper

for computing
a general

use of balancing

Hessenberg

form

tial Young

Investigator

unsymmetric
uses the

15
20

I

Time

7
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